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Of late, many artists and critics have decried  
the toxic e!ects of greed on contemporary art 
and, more cogently, society. Few, however, have 
broached this fraught subject with the halluci-
natory vision, iconographic complexity and 
references to tradition-rooted morality that 
Alexander Tovborg develops in these comple-
mentary shows: together they form an exegesis 
on Mammon – the New Testament incarnation 
of venality that Jesus opposes to clarity of vision 
and spirit (Matthew 6:19–24) – and its long 
march through history. 

At Nicelle Beauchene, this exploration plays 
out across a five-panel allegorical painting, 
!"#!$% &' ()*!+,#- (the symbol has resurrected) 
the worship of mammon (2016–17). Its deeply coded 
imagery includes figures of dinosaurs, Noah’s 
Ark, satellites, planes, the ouroboros, a map  
of Pangaea, the "# flag and two clock faces set  
at 11:58 (which suggest a schematic, if obvious, 
end of days revelation). Each segment is divided 
into rectangular units across which patterns 
repeat, as in Mayan reliefs. Forms are composed 

of networks of parallel and concentric lines 
rendered in luminous colours painted on felt  
and collaged onto wood. Their e!ect reinforces  
a sense of symbolic structure and hallucinatory 
overload meant, it seems, to surpass literal 
understanding, or perhaps to induce a spiritual 
clarity of sight as suggested by the biblical 
reference, though both goals remain unfulfilled. 

Equally complex, the works at Blum & Poe, 
altars composed of a central panel paired with two 
drawings, are titled after avatars of Mammon, 
such as *!**&+ (the symbol has resurrected) neutral 
angel, atlantis & pregnant capitalist (2017). These also 
include, according to other works’ titles, ‘hérnan 
cortés’, ‘the 1%’ and ‘president elect’. Specific 
combinations of circles and signs represent most 
of these evils, though sometimes literalism creeps 
in: Trump’s face is recognisable in the shape  
of a grotesque, and the ‘pregnant capitalist’  
is represented by a serpent with trucks and ships 
in its belly. Here again, the repetition of forms 
reflects a dizzyingly complex cosmology,  
but the paintings seem sti!. Only the drawings 

exude a luminosity that hints at something 
beyond a highly developed schematic system. 

Tovborg’s work seems akin to the wide-
ranging exploration of styles in contemporary 
figuration that, in its sum, risks devolving into 
decorative excess. More historical precedents 
might include Kandinsky, Hilma af Klint and  
the visionary Argentine Xul Solar, all of whom 
sought to link the quotidian with the universal. 
But his closest parallels might be Matthew 
Ritchie and Matthew Barney, for their articula-
tions of highly developed, self-referential 
iconographies. That his five-panel painting 
contains references to past work as well  
as portraits that meld his countenance with 
Mammon’s adds self-critique to his exegesis. 
Tovborg’s obsession seems sincere, nor is  
it preachy, refreshing at a time when much  
on the subject seems tendentiously theoretical 
and moralistic. But his iconography, in its com- 
plexity, remains obtuse and adds little to an 
understanding of, or exit from, human enslave-
ment to Mammon. Joshua Mack

!"#!$% &' ()*!+,#- (the symbol has resurrected) the worship of mammon, 2016–17, mixed media, 300 $ 1000 $ 25 cm.  
Courtesy the artist, Nicelle Beauchene Gallery, New York, and Blum & Poe, Los Angeles, New York & Tokyo

Alexander Tovborg

altars of humanity Nicelle Beauchene Gallery, New York  12 October – 12 November
the symbol has resurrected Blum & Poe, New York  15 September – 28 October
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Alexander Tovborg, a Danish 
artist born in 1983, is making 
his New York debut with 
“Eternal Feminine,” a series 
of eye-catching paintings. In 
a striking, slightly precious 
arrangement, they line one 
wall of the gallery. They 
initially look identical. 
Painted on felt, these works 
exude a distinct softness and 
warmth. They seem bent on 
conjuring relatively modest, 
low-testosterone art media 
like woodblock prints, richly 
woven textiles, collage, 
children’s-book illustrations 
and stained glass. 
 

“Eternal Feminine (II)” (2014) is one of a series of felt paintings by  
Alexander Tovborg, a Danish artist, making his New York gallery debut. 
CreditCourtesy of the artist and Nicelle Beauchene gallery 
 
Each features two rainbows — one above the other, a little like film frames — in 
bright pastel, dotted with sly, reptilian eyes. This jauntily mythic motif suggests 



the Norse equivalent of Northwest Coast art while also evoking the primordial 
modernism of Kandinsky, Klee and Marsden Hartley. 

Differences emerge as you study the group: in the arcs and thicknesses of the 
rainbows and even more in the darker backgrounds of reds, blues and earth 
tones. Their subdivisions harbor different combinations of a leafy branch à la 
Matisse, various fruits and maybe vegetables, and spheres of white or magenta. 
The totality might be a scattered still life overseen by orbiting planets. 

The differences are not calculated. It turns out that Mr. Tovborg develops a motif 
through repeated drawings until it is almost automatic and then makes each 
painting without referring to the others, from memory. 

An introduction with a greater range of pieces might have been more informative, 
but this one probably brings us closer to the heart of Mr. Tovborg’s obsessive 
sensibility. 

Nicelle Beauchene 

327 Broome Street, Lower East Side 

Through Dec. 21 

 
 



 

EXHIBITIONS THE LOOKOUT 

 

Alexander 
Tovborg 
 
at Nicelle Beauchene, 
through Dec. 21 
327 Broome Street 

 

The psychedelic and the spiritual 

intermix in this young Danish 

artist's pastel-colored paintings.  

Hung to striking effect on only one of the gallery's walls, the ten works on view are of 

uniform size and incorporate felt and imitation gold leaf. All are close variations of the same 

composition: a double rainbow, the bands dotted with eyes, surrounded by various 

cosmological and biomorphic forms. Tovborg is apparently active in religious communities 

in his home country, and this exhibition, "Eternal Feminine," feels steeped in mystical 

experience: the visual equivalent of an esoteric chant. 
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In  Focus:  Alexander  Tovborg
From clairvoyance to religiosity and the secret of the ‘100

Black Planets’

If contemporary art seldom concerns itself with religious (as

opposed to fuzzily spiritual) life, then the work of Alexander

Tovborg might be understood as an attempt at restitution.

Significantly, the Danish artist’s interest in religiosity does

not lie primarily in its political expression, nor is it coldly

anthropological or about finding cosmetic charm in the

contours of any one faith’s observances or creed. Rather, in

his paintings, drawings, prints, occasional sculptures and

(perhaps most vividly) the conduct of his artistic practice,

Tovborg explores the central role that religion might play in

how our species imagines itself, and the seen and unseen

worlds it inhabits. To dismiss this as archaic is to forget that

religious life remains the global norm: a 2010 study

estimated that only two percent of our planet’s human

population is atheist.

Tovborg first began to attend daily Mass in Copenhagen in

2008, during his final year of studies at the Royal Danish

Academy of Fine Arts. Since then, he has involved himself in a

number of Christian congregations, from Catholic and Baptist

groups to a chapter of Sri Lankan White Tiger Apostles. He

has also created a series of self-portrait masks with a Hindu

stonecarver in Kerala, India, trained as an apprentice to a

Japanese tea master, and participated in Cuban Santería

rituals. (When I last saw him, he was wearing an amulet given

to him by a Vodou priest, which rested on his floral shirt like a

1980s rapper’s chain.) Earlier this year, Tovborg completed a

year-long stint as guest editor of Ribe Domkirkes Nye

Kirkeblad, the parish magazine of Denmark’s oldest church,

during which time he published contributions from clergy,

artists, music bloggers, medievalists, poets, astrophysicists

and a friend who recounted an LSD trip. Tovborg is now

working with a clairvoyant to explore his past lives, and has a

meeting scheduled with a 17th-generation Marabout mystic,

from whom he hopes to learn the secret of the ‘100 Black

Planets’.

Any suspicion of cultural or spiritual tourism these pursuits

might engender is offset by the artist’s sincerity, and his

About  this  article

Published on 12/10/13

By Tom  Morton

Teenage  Jesus  (XII), 2012, acrylic

paint, paper, pastels on handmade

paper in silver frame, 32 × 38 cm.

All images courtesy: Galleri Nicolai

Wallner, Copenhagen; photographs:

Anders Sune Berg
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appetite for hard and often unglamorous work; there’s little

about his practice that could be confused with spending a few

days at a five-star yoga retreat. We might imagine Tovborg as

an eternal initiate, content to patiently play the role of ‘young

grasshopper’ in his own lifelong production of The  Karate
Kid (1984).

Untitled  (VI), 2013, acrylic on linen, 90 × 60 cm

For ‘Giverny’, his 2012 solo show at Brand New Gallery in

Milan, Tovborg re-imagined the Biblical Eden as Claude

Monet’s famous garden at Giverny, and Adam and Eve as two

day-trippers who, their eyes meeting in the ticket line, feel

suddenly compelled to exhaust every position in the Kama

Sutra against the backdrop of the garden’s iconic lily pads and

arcing Japanese bridge. Tovborg’s resulting canvases and

lino-cuts reference both Indian erotic miniatures and a kind

of hallucinogenic Impressionism, in which all that materialist

business about natural light appears to have been jettisoned
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in favour of representing the interior illumination provided

by a divine creator, or simply by incredible sex. At once

explicit, joyful and very funny (Tovborg is keenly aware of

how absurdly bourgeois this fantasy scenario is), works such

as Tourist  (By  the  water  lilies) and Tourist  (In  the  garden
lake) (both 2011) profane the artistic and spiritual traditions

they draw on, while investing them with a new and lively

sacredness.

Invited by the Hospitalhof Stuttgart in Germany to create a

body of work for the city’s protestant chapel, the Brenzkirche,

in the autumn of 2012, Tovborg responded with 21 framed,

partially collaged paintings depicting imagined and often

heavily abstracted scenes from Christ’s ‘lost’ adolescence and

young manhood. (The canonical Bible does not record

Christ’s life between his twelfth birthday and the beginning of

his ministry at the age of 30, although various apocryphal

Christian texts and Hindu Puranas suggest he took an

extended ‘gap year’ in India, where he was influenced by

Eastern thought.) Each entitled Teenage  Jesus (2012),

Tovborg’s paintings employ the notion of the frame –

physical, intellectual, spiritual – to compose a counter-

Gospel. That he hung these atop a giant graffiti tag he painted

directly onto the chapel’s wall, featuring a portrait of the

Messiah as a grinning, baseball-capped, peace-sign-flashing

dude, is testament not only to his ability to laugh at himself,

but to his hosts. Tovborg is now planning a series of works

about the Jurassic era – a period before the Earth played

home to a human consciousness, and so before it played

home to an idea of God. I wonder how faith (and

faithlessness) look when viewed from the dinosaur swamps.

Alexander  Tovborg  is  an  artist  based  in  Copenhagen,
Denmark,  and  Berlin,  Germany.  His  work  was  recently
included  in  the  group  shows  ‘I  knOw  yoU’  at  the  Irish
Museum  of  Modern  Art,  Dublin,  Ireland,  and  ‘The  World  is
Almost  Six  Thousand  Years  Old’,  various  venues,  Lincoln,
UK,  which  was  curated  by  the  author.

Tom  Morton
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In Wild, Mythical Paintings, 
Alexander Tovborg Relieves Us of 

Religious Taboos 
ARTSY EDITORIAL  
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Photo by Nicky Bonne. Courtesy Alexander Tovborg 
 
Despite the fact that artist Alexander Tovborg identifies with no one 
religion, and never has, he is engrossed in religious experience, mythology, 
and spirituality. Tovborg constantly reads, attends services, embarks on 
pilgrimages, and speaks with devout individuals. In fact, while preparing 



for his latest exhibition, he spoke with the Virgin Mary. “I was talking with 
Mother Mary through an American man who was a medium and can 
channel the great masters: Moses, Jesus, Buddha, Michael the archangel, 
and Mary,” he recalled. “Whether you believe it or not, he believed it, and 
his belief is something that I fully respect and take seriously.” 
 
Regardless, Tovborg was taken by the thrust of their conversation: “She 
said that there’s no right or wrong in religion; it’s so subjective, and 
everyone has their own religion and their own idea of what is religion.” 
Tovborg’s paintings—vivid, large-scale acrylics on felt, in jewel tones that 
make use of a carefully crafted, highly symbolic visual lexicon—gracefully 
and imaginatively embody the human experience of religion. Each new 
series marks a fresh attempt at objectively visualizing an aspect of a belief 
system. Tovborg’s pure curiosity and lack of judgement bleed into the 
works themselves, making for endless intrigue. 
 

Installation view of “myten er en tilstand,” Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen. Courtesy 
Galleri Nicolai Wallner and the artist 
 
 



   

“I think that religion is like a big piece of clay that is cast in small lumps all 
around the world and has landed in the Middle East, in America, South 
America, Europe, Africa...” he said when asked if he agreed with what the 
Virgin had said. “It’s the same consistency, it’s the same piece of clay but 
it’s just due to the geopolitical situations in these parts of the continents 
that the shape of the religion is differently formed.” It’s the way that 
humans respond to and relate to the concept of religion emotionally, and 
the universality of this phenomenon, that inspired “myten er en tilstand,” 
(which roughly translates to “myth is a state”), Tovborg’s new exhibition at 
Copenhagen’s Galleri Nicolai Wallner. 
 
First-hand experiences with the rituals of Buddhism, Catholicism, and 
various Protestant and missionary churches have led him to recognize the 
central role that artists have played for centuries within religious spheres, 
largely influencing the physical experiences of various religions. “When we 
enter a church we feel small, if it’s a Christian church, and when you sit 
down you sit on a hard bench, so you feel like you really have to be aware; 
there are symbolic colors in religion, there’s gold leaf if it’s someone of 
importance,” he noted. “All these things are choices that are more or less 
created by man, and especially artists. And that is what I find so interesting 
in religion, is the way we try to grasp, as artists, the idea of the immaterial.” 
This interest becomes palpable upon viewing his art. 



 
For the new show, Tovborg homed in on the protagonists of religious 
narratives, particularly myths, prompted by his own personal reactions to 
them. “I felt a pattern regarding how I relate to myths, through emotions 
and feelings, through the hero of the story, the things that the character 
went through, I related to as a human,” he explained. “I decided to do a 
show on how we relate to religious stories through emotions. This is what 
makes humans so bound to religion and mythology: we are most human 
when we are in contact with our emotions.” 
 

   
The Greek myth of Prometheus—the story of the titan who established 
mankind and stole fire from Mount Olympus, leading his punishment by 
Zeus and enchainment in the Caucasus mountains—is at the core of the 
current show. Intrigued by the story and its hero’s sacrifice, especially in its 
parallel to that of Jesus, preparations began through pilgrimage this past 



spring. Tovborg ventured to the supposed site to which Prometheus was 
banished, in modern-day Georgia. He found Prometheus’s cave (a 
kilometer-long cavern he described as “cathedral-like”) and spent a week 
there, taking in the space and the landscape. He collected two liters of 
water from within the cave and took it with him, inspired to create a vessel 
for it. “I decided to carve a baptismal font in stone; I made a motif on it of 
Prometheus and angels trying to open up the mythologies to other 
religions, including Christianity,” he explained. “This is the first work that 
you will encounter at the show, like when you enter a church, where you 
can take holy water; this is how the show begins.” 
 

 
 
Eight vivid paintings form the basis of the exhibition, their rich colors 
practically effervescing on the gallery’s crisp white walls. All take on the 
same motif, yet are slightly different from the next. “I tried as much as I 
could to be precise, to repeat not the image but the feeling of the image,” 
he said of the repetition, which he went to describe as much an exercise in 
precision as an allusion to history repeating itself, which is reflected in the 
way the show is designed, guiding visitors in circles around the gallery 
space. 



The works depict Prometheus within the cave in a composition 
appropriated from Gustave Moreau’s 1868 painting of Prometheus. “I 
found his motif inspiring, and modified it based on my experience from 
being in the cave; the colors are carefully chosen from the lighting there,” 
he noted. Each of the eight paintings is filled with an assortment of 
multifarious symbols, namely eyes, flames, snails, and hot dogs. The eyes, a 
recurring image found in his past paintings, are “a symbol of the eternal, of 
time, or the divine,” and the flame, a teardrop of gold leaf, refers to 
Prometheus’s heroic act of delivering fire to mankind. The hot dogs, while 
completely unexpected, are meant to introduce an auditory element to the 
work; they’re meant to evoke the sound of biting into a hot dog, a sound 
that resembled the noises he heard while in the cave. 
 
The snails, in addition to being an indicator of time, evoke the time 
Tovborg recently spent in Assisi, determined to channel the small Italian 
town’s namesake St. Francis of Assisi, through preaching to the birds at the 
famous basilica. “I preached about love to the birds so they would fly out 
and spread the word. And then once all the animals were informed about 
the revolution of emotions, we went inside of the church to preach to 
people,” he explained. The day ended with a meal, which for Tovborg, was 
a bowl of snails. “I felt really terrible, and I realized I would pay respect to 
these animals, so I dedicated one day where I just followed one snail around 
a little area,” he recalled, and it’s the experience that followed that the snails 
in the paintings represent. “I found poetry in its movement, its ability to 
always be present and in the now.” 



  
So where will Tovborg venture next? “I was thinking about going to Malta 
next time, to go to see the last stop of the Crusaders,” he told me. 
Confirmed for the near-term is an exciting slate of upcoming projects, 
including commissions for a church and a monastery in Denmark, as well 
as a group show at Nicelle Beauchene in New York. It seems as though the 
future is boundless for Tovborg, now in his early thirties, in terms of 
ambitions and possibilities in general. After recounting his exchange with 
the Virgin Mary, he went on to share the details of a visceral experience 
that happened a week later, when he went into trance hypnosis to seek out 
his guardian angel. In the end, he explained, “I went out of my body and 
looked at myself, and knew that I was being healed.” After a pause he 
added, “It must sound a little strange, but you should try it.” Virtuous and 
bold, just like his art, Tovborg certainly makes a case for keeping an open 
mind. 
 
—Casey Lesser 


